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Britain's Bentley Motors is presenting its Bentley Home collection for 2021, offering four new furniture designs
featuring cutting-edge new materials and finishes.

T he new products include the Aldford table, the Ramsey sofa and loveseat and the Styal desk, each featuring a
lacquered finish and a sustainable fabric produced from marble powder among a choice of finishes. T he
collection features distinctive lines and shapes, and ultimately represents a new vision for the brand, aligned with
the automaker's ambitions towards sustainability.
Sustainability, design and furniture
T he new furniture designs come from Carlo Colombo and Luxury Living Group in close collaboration with Bentley
Design, introducing the new Degrad lacquering and new MARM \ MORE marble powder fabric.
T he Degrad lacquering is key to the overall aesthetic of the 2021 Bentley Home Collection, offering a luxury feel that
is both customizable and recognizable.
Before the Degrad lacquering can be created, a coat of varnish is hand-applied to protect the wood. A master
craftsman must then uses airbrushing to apply the color by hand, utilizing the correct dose of lacquer, gradually
drawing away from the wood to accentuate the color gradient replicate the exact detailing of the shading.
Finally, a round of polishing is required to give the product body, depth and solidity. Four coats of varnish are then
applied before a final round of polishing.

T he collection has four new designs
T he finish is then available in a variety of options including Deep Ocean, Midnight Walnut, Black Kenya, Dark
Shadow, Rust Degrad, Silver Degrad and Bronze Degrad.
MARM \ MORE is an ethical new fabric, developed and patented for Bentley Home. T he fabric is sourced and
produced in Italy and requires master craftsmen to complete every step on the journey from powder to furniture

wrap.
T he pieces include the focal point of the collection, the Styal desk, a sleek addition that transforms the work from
home experience. T he slim and light desk is broken down into four elements, subdivided by a metal profile, which
can be covered in either leather or veneer.
T he Aldford table is available in both rectangular and circular versions. T he design is enhanced by the three layers
that make up the tabletop: the underside is lacquered in glossy black, and a metal profile runs around the perimeter.
T he Ramsey loveseat is the first loveseat from Bentley Home, an extension of contemporary luxury, while the
Ramsey couch's seat is suspended off the floor, making its armrests resemble wings. Both are available in a choice
of coverings including Warm Grey Fiddleback Sycamore, Smoked Liquidambar, Burr Walnut root, or alternatively,
covered in leather or the marble powder fabric, while Degrad lacquering is also applied to the wood finishes.
Last year, Bentley released a collection of furniture called the Newent Collection, which pulled inspiration from
long-established and modernist design, with aesthetics identified as Bentley's (see story).
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